Camp Northward
PROJECT

CATALOGUE

ARE YOU A DOER? MAYBE YOU ARE A PROJECT
PERSON AND WANT TO KNOW WHAT, SPECIFICALLY,
YOU CAN DO TO HELP THE CAMP QUICKLY. HERE ARE
SOME OF CAMP NORTHWARD'S IMMEDIATE NEEDS.
YOU MAY CHOOSE TO DONATE TOWARD ONE OF
THESE ITEMS OR THE CAMPAIGN TOTAL.

www.campnorthward.org
154 Northward Dr. | Falmouth, KY 41040
office@campnorthward.org | (859) 654-3865

FIRST:
THANK YOU
Camp Northward is a Christian nonprofit organization. We could not do
what we do on site without the following: the gift of God's Word to
guide us with wisdom and focus of mission, prayer, volunteers, our
supporting churches, donations, servant hearts, prayer, the
commitment of our deans, staff and counselors, and did we mention
prayer?
Before diving into this list, we want every person reading this to
understand that we are optimistic about the future of Camp Northward
and Christian camps in general. We believe that the outdoors is a great
place for kids and families to be, and we believe that the Bible changes
lives.
We pray that if you choose to give that you give out of the overflow of
your heart and resources. God has done great things before and He will
continue to do them again.
We promise we will "remember before our God and Father your work
produced by faith, your labor prompted by love, and your endurance
inspired by hope in our Lord Jesus Christ". (1 Thessalonians 1:3)
In Christ,
Your Camp Northward Staff
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KITCHEN &
OFFICE ADDITION
It is no secret that Camp Northward needs a kitchen. Expenses
add up every year for catering, and it is also difficult to produce
high-quality food or service with this current setup. We also
would like to produce jobs by building a kitchen. It is the
number one priority in order for the camp to continue to serve
the many campers we already have and to grow to
accommodate new campers.
The initial goal of the 10,000 Reasons Campaign is $1 million.
This will allow Camp Northward to obtain the loan necessary to
break ground and begin the process of kitchen construction,
renovating the Pavilion and more.

The estimated total for all these additions and changes to take
place over time is approximately $2 million.
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TRANSPORTATION
TRAILER

Wagons are nostalgic, right? They make us think of “old camp days”. That
being said, transportation on an outdoor campus should be safe and
effective above everything else.
Right now, Camp Northward uses a hay wagon to transport campers and
families around campus. This is fun and all, but it causes some
problems. First, the wagon is old and beginning to fall apart. Second, it’s
high off the ground, which means it is not as accessible or inclusive as
we would like it to be. For example, it is almost impossible to get a
wheelchair safely up and down on this vehicle. This does not work in
serving the diverse populations that we do.
A new transportation trailer would solve these issues. Visualize this: a
trailer fitted with benches all the way around, as well as wheelchair
anchor points. Much better, right?
Other uses: we would like to use this trailer to give large group tours of
the campus, transport our Treehouse Adventure campers during the
summer, transport our special needs campers to different locations on
campus. It will also transport large equipment if necessary. Mostly, it will
be a people mover!

Total Project Cost Estimate:
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HIGHWAY
SIGNAGE
"ARE WE THERE YET?"
While questions like this one are
great for eager campers, there is
another question we don't like
to hear: "Where IS camp?"
We do not like our visitors getting
lost. Therefore, we would like to
invest in a sign for the corner of US
27 and Broadford Road letting
people know where we are
located.

Camp

northward

this
way

This estimate includes the sign,
framing and a PVC kit to hang
the sign once it is complete.

$850
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CAMP
SCHOLARSHIPS
We cannot overstate how important scholarships are for equal access
to Camp Northward. A scholarship donation can easily be the
difference between a child attending a session or not.
Every year we give out multiple camp scholarships to those who
apply. In recent years we have given more than $4,000 in scholarships.
Imagine how many experiences can be had for that amount!
The lowest cost for a regular session week is $90 for our 2nd-3rd
graders. The highest cost for a regular session week is $260 for our
Senior High campers. Any amount you give to this particular fund
makes an immediate, lifelong impact on the life of a camper.

$25

$50
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UTILITY TERRAIN
VEHICLE

MOBILITY &
ADDITIONAL ACCESS
Camp Northward would like to acquire a
side-by-side Utility Terrain Vehicle (UTV).
Ideally, this UTV will have four seats and a
utility bed.
The UTV will be a multipurpose vehicle. A
UTV would increase safety by providing the
nurse easy transportation around campus,
especially to places that are more difficult
to access (like the lake and the team
building area). During check-in this would
serve as special transportation for parents
or grandparents with mobility issues.
Finally, a UTV would provide us a way to
give tours to small groups in a more
professional way.
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CAPITAL

CAMPAIGN

What is 10,000 Reasons?
10,000 Reasons is Camp Northward's capital campaign. We are fundraising
over the course of the next four years. The goal is to raise one million dollars.
This amount will secure us a loan to break ground on the next phase of the
camp's expansion.
What projects will the 10,000 Reasons Campaign cover?
There are several. While some of the different pieces are always in flux, the
number one priority of the expansion is to renovate and expand the Pavilion
to include a kitchen, permanent staff offices, additional meeting spaces,
storage and more.
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WANT TO BE A HERO?
GIVE ONLINE!
We are using an online fundraising platform
called "Givebutter". To view our 10,000
Reasons campaign, visit:
www.givebutter.com/tenthousandreasons
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You can also scan the QR code to the right
using your phone's camera to get to this
webpage. If you would like to donate to our
campaign digitally, this is the way to do it.

Did you know that Generation Z (young adults
born 1996 and later) are some of the most
giving individuals?
According to the fundraising platform "Classy"
(www.classy.org), 30% of all of Gen Z has
already donated to an organization, and 1 in 10
wants to start a charity. They also prefer
mobile giving.
Let's take a moment to thank God for the
generous, open hearts of Generation Z.
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